The focus of this paper is on automatic annotation for semantic image retrieval. This work is aimed at identifying visual descriptors that are most relevant, effective and suitable for semantic annotation tasks. We propose an image annotation system based on support vector machines and a combination of descriptors that includes a gradient direction histogram and several MPEG-7 visual descriptors. The system is tested on a large database of 7200 cityscape and landscape images. The results indicate that when descriptors are used individually, the proposed gradient direction histogram performs best. However, when descriptors are combined, the accuracy is improved. The presented results confirm that combining the gradient direction histogram and colour structure produces the best results.
INTRODUCTION
Text-based image retrieval techniques are mainly based on manual annotation [1, 2] . Given the increasing amount of digital images and videos, manual annotation is greatly time-consuming. Furthermore, it relies heavily on the perception of the person who performs the annotation. Different people might come up with different annotations based on their viewpoints of what are the most prominent content in the image. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a promising approach to overcome the increasing challenge of multi-media management [1, 3, 4] .
Many current CBIR systems accept queries that are based on low-level features, shape sketches or sample images. However, this approach is not intuitive and people are better at describing an image with keywords. The main challenge in CBIR is to bridge the semantic gap between the low level features and high level contents. Automatic annotation at semantic level is a powerful approach which generates keywords to describe an image.
In this paper, we propose a combination of a new feature called gradient direction histogram and several MPEG-7 visual descriptors. A number of combination strategies are explored. The proposed system is applied to annotate cityscape and landscape images. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review existing techniques for classifying images. In Section 3, we describe the proposed system with different combination schemes. In Section 4, we describe the proposed gradient direction histogram and two MPEG-7 visual descriptors. In Section 5, we discuss constructing SVM classifiers. In Section 6, we present and analyse the experimental results. Finally in Section 7, we give the concluding remarks.
BACKGROUND
There are many works that deal with bridging the gap between low-level features and high-level contents [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Vailaya et al. [7] use a hierarchical architecture, based on Bayesian classifiers, to annotate images. They first separate indoor from outdoor images and then divide outdoor images into subcategories such as sunset, forest and mountain. On the classification of indoor versus outdoor images, Vailaya et al. report an overall classification rate of 90.5%. They find that features based on spatial colour distribution perform better than colour and texture features. On the classification of sunset versus forest and mountain images, they conclude that colour histogram is better than the edge direction features. Dorado and Izquierdo [8] suggest a semi-automatic approach for image annotation that uses a low-level feature called fuzzy colour signature descriptor. In their approach, there is an image dataset that is manually annotated. Given a new image, fuzzy colour signature is extracted to find similar images from the annotated dataset. The keywords for the new images then are extracted from the similar images. Dorado and Izquierdo argue that the proposed semiautomatic annotation process can enhance CBIR query results and assist the interaction between users and CBIR systems.
Rui et al. [9] propose an approach that is based on pairwise constrained clustering and semi-naive Bayesian model for automatic annotation. Their approach is a threestep pipeline: (i) image component decomposition, (ii) image content representation, (iii) and content classification. They argue that clustering-based approaches are significantly influenced by clustering quality, and the assumption that semantic objects in the same image are mutually independent is not reliable. To address these problems, they investigate a pair-wise constrained clustering algorithm and the semi-naive Bayesian model. Their results show that the combination of these two techniques outperforms both techniques when used individually. In their experiments, Rui et al. choose the cross-media relevance model and probabilistic SVM as the baselines for comparison. The experiments are based on 4, 850 Corel images, of which 90% images are for training and 10% are for testing. The experimental results show that, compared to the two baselines models, their approach with language model constraints can improve the system by over 38% in terms of F1 measure.
PROPOSED APPROACH
We propose an image annotation system that combines three different visual descriptors, based on colour and texture, feeding a number of support vector machines in different configurations. The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 . MPEG-7 visual descriptors and the gradient direction histogram are extracted from the image first (descriptor A, B, and C). Support vector machines are used in a number of different combinations to classify the images into different categories such as landscape and cityscape. 
VISUAL DESCRIPTORS
In this section, we present the descriptors used including gradient direction histogram (GDH) and two MPEG-7 visual descriptors. There are a large number of MPEG-7 descriptors that can be used for classification purposes. The results from earlier work [11] in assessing the best features, confirms that the colour structure and edge histogram are the most effective descriptors. Therefore, two MPEG-7 descriptors based on colour and edge are used in this work.
Gradient direction histogram
The proposed gradient direction histogram is a normalized histogram of gradient directions computed across all edge pixels in the image. This feature is computed as follows. First, we apply an edge operator to calculate the edge magnitude along the horizontal and vertical direction. In this paper, we use the Prewitt operators [12] . For each edge pixel, the gradient angle is calculated as G0 = arctan Gy Gx where Gy and G, are the edge magnitude along the vertical and horizontal direction, respectively.
MPEG-7 visual descriptors
Multimedia Content Description Interface, generally known as MPEG-7, is a standard for multimedia content description for a broad range of applications involving image, video and audio search [13, 14] . Two MPEG-7 visual descriptors: colour structure (CS) and edge histogram (EH) are used in this paper.
Colour structure is a colour structure histogram that consists of the information of colour distribution and spatial colour structure. Edge histogram describes the local spatial distribution of edges in an image. It is extracted from 16 sub-images of an image.
CONSTRUCTING CLASSIFIERS
In this work, SVMs are used as the basic tool for classification of image features. In machine learning and pattern classification, support vector machines are a supervised learning approach that has been demonstrated to perform well in numerous practical applications [15, 16, 17] . Support vector machines are formulated for two-class classification problems. In SVMs, the decision boundary is constructed from the training data by finding a separating hyperplane that maximizes the margins between the two classes; this is essentially a quadratic optimization problem. This learning strategy is shown to increase the generalization capability of the classifier. We can apply SVMs to complex non-linear problems by projecting the data onto a high-dimensional space and using kernel methods.
Mathematically, given a training set { (xi, Yi), (x2, Y2), * , (XL, YL)} where yi C {1, -1} and xi is a vector of n elements. Usually, the input samples are mapped to another higher-dimensional space using a function q (xi). In the new space, a linear separating hyperplane that produces maximum separation between the two classes can be found by minimizing Q(w,b, c) = Lw w+c :E i= 1 subject to constraints {w TO(xi) + b} yi > 1 -Ei andEi > 0 (2) (1) where w is a vector perpendicular to the optimal separating hyperplane, b is a bias term, Ej is a non-negative slack variable and c is a learning cost. The learning cost represents a compromise between margin maximization and classification error minimization. Note that H(xi, xj) = (M(xj) q$(xj)) is the kernel function. The radial basis function kernel used in our work is defined as H(xi,xj) = e_,jlXjjj2 (3) where -y is the kernel radius, -y > 0.
Determining SVM training parameters
Finding proper training parameters is a challenging task in classifier design and evaluation. The k-fold cross validation method is used in the proposed system [18] . In the cross validation, the training set is divided into k partitions. In each training turn, (k -1) partitions are used to train, and the remaining partition is used to validate the classifier. This step is repeated k times until all partitions have been evaluated. Finally, the average classification rate across k folds is calculated. The parameters with the highest classification rate are selected for constructing the SVM classifier. The classifier is evaluated on the test set.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe an application of the proposed image annotation system in classifying landscape versus cityscape images.
Data preparation
In this paper, we use a dataset of 3600 landscape images and 3600 cityscape images for the task of differentiating landscape versus cityscape images. These images vary widely in size, quality and contents. There are some images that are blurred or have perceptual monochrome appearance included in the database. Figure 2 shows a number of images from the dataset. We use 4200 images for training and 3000 images for testing with equal number of landscape and cityscape images. 
Performance of each descriptor
Initially each descriptor is tested separately. Results are shown in Table 1 . Among the three features the GDH performs best, and MPEG-7 EH outperforms CS. combing gradient direction histogram and MPEG-7 colour structure in parallel SVMs, the system can achieve a classification rate of 91.6%.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an image annotation system that combines salient visual descriptors and support vector machines is presented. A wide range of descriptor combinations are explored. On a dataset of 7200 landscape and cityscape photos, our system achieves a classification rate of 91.6%
by combining gradient direction histogram and a colour based descriptor. Our results show that combining salient features can improve classification accuracy significantly and this is a promising research direction.
